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 i 
Abstract 
 
 Zoos Victoria recently introduced a new educational program, Education for 
Conservation (EfC), to teach visiting students about conservation practices. Our goal was to 
create a set of efficient tools to assess the effectiveness of EfC from the perspectives of Zoo 
educators, schoolteachers, and students, because they had no previous form of standardized 
evaluation. We developed focus groups and self-reflection journals to gauge educator 
satisfaction, surveys to measure teacher expectations, student pre-visit and on-site activities to 
assess student engagement, and observation sheets to simultaneously evaluate the engagement of 
all three groups. The implementation of these tested tools provides Zoos Victoria with a means to 
continually evaluate and improve the EfC program.   
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Executive Summary 
Dozens of wildlife species go extinct each day, and 30-50% of all species may be extinct 
by mid-century (Center for Biological Diversity, n.d.). Wildlife conservation efforts are focused 
on protecting endangered species and their habitats to prevent extinction (Sanford 2014). A goal 
of Zoos Victoria (ZV) is to encourage a lifelong commitment to conservation of wildlife among 
visitors by highlighting environmental sensitivity and emotionally connecting visitors to wildlife 
(Zoos Victoria, 2015). 
Zoos Victoria uses its educational program, Education for Conservation (EfC), to teach 
visiting students about conservation initiatives. This program is designed to encourage student 
learning at the Zoo but shortens the educational time Zoo educators have with students. The EfC 
program encompasses three key groups: visiting students from local schools, schoolteachers, and 
the Zoo educators. 
Project Goal and Objectives 
 The goal of our project was to provide ZV with a set of evaluation tools for assessing the 
effectiveness of the EfC program because it previously had no means of evaluation. We sought 
to assess three aspects of EfC:  
 Sustainability of EfC from Zoo educators’ perspectives, 
 Fulfillment of schoolteachers’ expectations, 
 Student engagement and learning outcomes. 
Evaluation of these three areas is crucial to the success of ZV’s educational program. These 
evaluation tools needed to place minimal administrative burdens on the ZV staff and educators as 
well as on the visiting schoolteachers and students. To achieve our project goal, we examined all 
three groups utilizing a variety of methods to determine the optimum tools for ZV to use for 
ongoing evaluation of EfC. 
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Methods Overview 
We began by shadowing the Zoo educators to gain a better understanding of the various 
educational programs. We then distributed pre-visit surveys to visiting schoolteachers to gain 
more insight into their expectations. Next, we observed education sessions, where we were able 
to look at Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and students simultaneously to determine if there was a 
correlation among all three groups.  
We used the information gathered from these three methods to progress into student 
tracking, interviews, post-visit surveys, and focus groups. In student tracking, we observed what 
students were doing and where they were going. Zoo educator and schoolteacher interviews were 
utilized to learn more about educators’ and teachers’ common concerns. Schoolteacher post-visit 
surveys were used as a comparison to the pre-visit survey data to see if teacher expectations were 
met and if the EfC program was impactful. Finally, we finished with Zoo educator focus groups 
in which educators were able to critically reflect on the past week and discuss concerns with each 
other.  
Key Findings, Recommendations, and Conclusions 
Our research demonstrates that an effective and efficient process for evaluating Zoos 
Victoria’s (ZV) Education for Conservation (EfC) program incorporates four key elements: 
1. Zoo Educators: Focus groups in Tandem with Critical Self-Reflection Journals  
Focus groups, utilized at the end of each school quarter, provide Zoo educators with a safe space 
to collectively discuss their concerns and experiences. Weekly self-reflection journals help the 
educators reflect individually as well as prepare for the quarterly focus group. Most importantly, 
educators can discuss their strengths and weaknesses and offer advice to help one another. After 
such a session, one educator said, “I feel like we’ve purged,” expressing the common consensus 
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that the focus groups were beneficial in allowing them to share their emotions and thoughts on 
the EfC program, an experience they had never had in a group setting. During these focus 
groups, Zoo educators explained that they now recognized the importance of self and group 
reflection and agreed on the need to put aside the time to complete this exercise.  
2. Schoolteachers: Pre- and Post-visit Surveys  
Our approach to sending 200 pre- and post-visit surveys to visiting teachers produced a 28% 
response rate. The optimal time to send the surveys is 12:00 PM, one week before and after the 
Zoo visit. The pleading tone of the email requesting the surveys likely aided in the high response 
rate. We determined that pre- and post-visit surveys were an efficient tool for data collection, 
since they provide insight on teacher expectations and desired learning outcomes. We 
recommend that pre- and post-visit survey responses be compared to each other to gauge if 
schoolteacher expectations are being met. 
3. Students: Pre-visit and On-Site Activities  
We found that pre- and post-visit student drawings were ineffective at measuring student 
learning. Hence, we recommend testing other pre-visit and on-site activities. Our research into 
activities used at other zoos identified two activities to be tested. The pre-visit activity would 
introduce specific animals at the Zoo, and the on-site activity would encourage students to find 
these animals. The addition of pre-visit and on-site activities would help students prepare for 
their visit and increase participation, allowing them to get the most out of the educational 
sessions and Zoo visit as a whole.  
4. All three groups: Observation and Tracking Sheets to Measure Engagement 
Simultaneous evaluation of all three groups can be accomplished by observing the engagement 
of students, participation of schoolteachers, and satisfaction of Zoo educators during educational 
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sessions; results are recorded on observation sheets we designed. Simultaneous observation of all 
three groups provides ZV with an efficient and effective tool for ongoing evaluation of the EfC 
program. We recommend that the observation form be revised to accommodate any new 
common themes that appear. We also recommend that these observations and tracking be 
completed over a two-week period once each year. 
 We are leaving Zoos Victoria with practical, efficient, and effective tools for ongoing 
evaluation of the EfC program. Zoos Victoria and other zoos can use these tools to assess (and 
hopefully increase) the impact of their conservation programs. Our approach to ongoing 
evaluation will also provide Zoo staff and educators with professional development, which leads 
to higher job satisfaction and ultimately organizational growth.  
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1.0 Introduction 
Dozens of wildlife species go extinct each day, and 30-50% of all species may be extinct 
by mid-century (Center for Biological Diversity, n.d.). Efforts are being made in wildlife 
conservation, which focuses on protecting endangered species and their habitats, to prevent 
extinction (Sanford 2014). Zoos Victoria (ZV) is one organization that aims to spur a lifelong 
commitment to conservation of wildlife by highlighting environmental sensitivity and 
emotionally connecting visitors to wildlife (Zoos Victoria, 2015). Zoos Victoria encourages 
participation in wildlife conservation through various hands-on programs, such as Seal the Loop, 
where people are encouraged to place used fishing line in boxes located at Victoria beaches. 
Programs such as these encourage people to make changes to their daily life and begin 
supporting conservation efforts. 
Zoos Victoria connects over 150,000 students each year to its conservation work (Zoos 
Victoria, 2015). Through their active educational program, Education for Conservation (EfC), 
ZV educates visitors about conservation and preservation of wildlife through the encouragement 
of learning throughout the day. Currently, the level of impact and effectiveness of ZV’s EfC 
program is not being evaluated. The EfC program deals with three key groups: students, 
schoolteachers, and the Zoo educators. ZV decided this new EfC program should be evaluated to 
ensure that students are learning and engaged, schoolteachers’ expectations and educational 
goals are being met, and to determine if the program is sustainable from the educators’ 
perspective. Ensuring that all three of these areas are evaluated is crucial to the success of ZV’s 
educational program.  
Previously, no common evaluation tool existed to measure the success of the EfC 
program. The goal of our project was to provide ZV with a set of evaluation tools for assessing 
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the effectiveness of their educational programs. These tools needed to place minimal 
administrative burdens on the ZV staff and educators, as well as the visiting schoolteachers and 
students. To achieve our project goal, we established that all three key groups needed to be 
evaluated. The combined efforts of our methods will allow for a more accurate evaluation of the 
educational programs instituted at Zoos Victoria. Our project provided ZV with four key 
evaluation tools which will aid them in efficiently assessing their Education for Conservation 
program:  
● focus groups and self-reflection journals to assess the sustainability of Zoo 
educators’ demanding role in EfC 
● Surveys to gauge schoolteachers’ expectations 
● Pre-visit activities for students for Zoo preparation 
● Observation of the collective engagement of Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and 
students.  
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2.0 Background 
2.1 The Role of Zoos in Education 
2.1.1 The Purpose of Conservation Education 
Zoos play an important role in educating the public on the mass extinction of wildlife 
across the globe. Currently, the world is in the process of losing half to three quarters of all land 
and animal species over the next four generations of human life (Wilson, 1992). Therefore, 
conservation education is needed to influence the public to make changes in their current habits 
by informing them about current conservation issues. Through conservation education, people 
begin to better understand how their actions affect wildlife and how simple changes can help 
protect animal habitats. Conservation education helps people develop lifelong skills, awareness, 
positive attitudes, and behaviors towards preservation of wildlife and natural resources (Patrick, 
Mathews. Ayers, & Unnicliffe, 2007). Zoo educational programs are just one of the many things 
that have the potential to bring about lifestyle changes that will positively impact wildlife 
conservation efforts and promote lasting commitments to fighting wildlife extinction. 
2.1.2 The Role of Zoos in Society 
Zoos and institutions, such as aquariums and museums, have a strong influence in the 
field of conservation education. “Zoos...play a vital role in educating over 175 million visitors 
and 12 million students in the classroom or in the field about wild animals, their habitats, their 
related conservation issues, and the ways in which they [the visitors and students] can contribute 
to their preservation” (Association of Zoos and Aquariums). In more recent years, zoos’ goals 
have changed because of their new awareness surrounding wildlife habitats around the world 
(Miller et al., 2004). To mediate the issue of habitat destruction, zoos have altered their programs 
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to provide visitors with education on conservation and wildlife preservation (Miller et al., 2004), 
which has led to new educational programs for students to experience. While conservation is 
crucial, zoos must also participate in other key areas, especially education, in order to remain 
functioning at a high level in society. 
Zoos in the 21st century have four main objectives: conservation, education, 
entertainment, and research. Through these objectives, visitors can learn about different animals 
and how they, as individuals, can contribute to the preservation of endangered species through 
facilitated educational interactions (Carr & Cohen, 2011). Studies have shown “that school field 
trips can be important for enhancing school children’s science learning by giving them authentic 
experiences, direct contact with real objects, and stimulating their curiosity and interest in the 
topic” (Davidson, Passmore, & Anderson, 2009). Zoos play an important role in forming such 
connections between visitors and Zoo objectives. A more in depth description of zoo’s roles in 
society is shown in Figure 1. 
 
Figure 1: Zoos' Role in Society (Carr & Cohen, 2011) 
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2.1.3 Conservation Education at Zoos 
In regards to education, it has been found that a passive approach, such as hoping visitors 
will read the posted signs at exhibits, is an unsuccessful method of education. This is because 
visitors often spend minimal time reading the posted information and leave with misconceptions 
(Miller et al., 2004). This method of education was more common in the beginning of 
conservation education efforts, but more contemporary methods have evolved to include a more 
active approach.  
Conservation education can be best completed through active learning, such as hands-on 
activities that allow students to participate (Zhou, Purushothaman, & Rongbutsri 2013). 
Recently, zoos began implementing active learning programs that focus on increasing 
engagement throughout the day. In order to do this, zoos utilize a problem-based learning 
approach, establishing wildlife conservation as a major issue and providing a starting point for 
the learning process (Zhou, Purushothaman, & Rongbutsri 2013). Active learning styles in 
conservation activities strive to develop a bond between the visitor and wildlife, emotionally 
connecting visitors with the information they are provided (Swanagan, 2000). This manner of 
teaching provides a context for education by identifying a meaningful issue and presenting it in a 
way that effectively impacts students on an emotional level.  
Zoos have been greatly beneficial to the overall conservation movement because they 
have the ability to reach a massive audience. With around 600 million people visiting annually, 
zoos are the perfect location for public education and carefully managed conservation based 
wildlife encounters (Tribe & Booth, 2003). Students and schoolteachers make up one core group 
of the visitors who go to zoos for classes, tours, and outreach programs (Patrick, Mathews, 
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Ayers, & Unnicliffe, 2007). Because of this, it is important for zoos to regularly assess the 
satisfaction of the students and teachers.  
 Previous research completed at Zoos Victoria shows that about 60% of school groups 
visit zoos for entertainment, while about 40% visit for academic reasons (Hoey, Miralda, 
Tomkinson, & Tymon, 2012). This makes it virtually impossible for a zoo to be solely academic 
based; it must continue implementing its pre-existing element of entertainment. Regardless of 
visitors’ reasons for attending, the most common source of income for zoos is usually the 
visitors’ fees (Carr & Cohen, 2011). Because visitors often visit zoos for the purpose of 
entertainment, zoos must continue providing exciting exhibits in order to thrive financially and 
develop their education efforts. 
Through modern educational methods that include a more visual and active style, zoos 
are spreading their conservation beliefs to more people every year. Zoos’ active-learning 
programs are providing the perfect platform for delivering information about conservation issues, 
thereby appealing to visitors’ emotions and making the message more impactful and long lasting. 
2.1.4 Importance of Zoo Education Program Longevity for Evaluating Education 
To achieve long lasting changes, the educational programs at zoos must be feasible and 
long lasting. Without program sustainability, it is impossible for zoos to carry out their mission 
of improving wildlife conditions across the globe. Encouraging community involvement and 
support for wildlife conservation contributes to the sustainability of the zoo’s programs (Loh, 
Friedman, & Burdick, 2013). After making visitors aware of conservation issues, zoos can 
challenge them to make changes to their lifestyles, such as cutting the loops on plastic soda 
holders, which enhance protection of wildlife and the environment (Zoos Victoria, 2015). This 
leads to long-term changes in behavior, which ensures the future success of Zoos’ education 
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efforts. However, zoos must regularly evaluate their programs to ensure that they continue to be 
effective. Ongoing evaluation is an important tool that can “improve and expand the [program] 
by using data gathered about [program] processes and outcomes” (Loh, Friedman, & Burdick, 
2013). Evaluation provides the user with different sources of information, such as statistical data 
or observations, which can help them to better understand the pros and cons of their program. As 
defined by Dr. Weiss in 1998, “evaluation is the systematic assessment of the operation and/or 
outcomes of a program or policy, compared to a set of... standards, as a means of contributing to 
the improvement of the program” (Thomson & Hoffman, n.d.; Weiss, 1998). Should participants 
feel the programs are not up to their standards, assessment of the program will be necessary to 
implement change. One must determine what type of evaluation to use, because different 
education styles call for different evaluation styles (Thomson & Hoffman, n.d.; Weiss, 1998). 
2.2 Importance of Evaluating Education 
2.2.1 The Need for Evaluation at Zoos 
Evaluation is necessary to ensure the success of the different educational programs 
offered at zoos. In order to achieve their desired goals and outcomes, zoos need to measure the 
impact of their programs on people’s attitudes and behaviors (Tribe & Booth, 2003). This data is 
gathered to make adjustments to their educational programs and address possible structural 
flaws. Evaluating educational programs at zoos ensures that they are providing compelling and 
practical information to visitors. 
Furthermore, evaluation at zoos is particularly difficult because there are many different 
obstacles that stand in the way of measuring the success of their programs. Zoos have difficulty 
assessing the impact of their programs because they “find themselves having to defend external 
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challenges to their educational effectiveness without the necessary evidence to do so” (Moss & 
Esson, 2012). Zoos make broad claims about what role they play in conservation education, and 
they are often criticized for not being able to justify their assertions (Moss & Esson, 2012). Zoos 
need to have empirical evidence to support the claims they make in their mission statements. 
Without a finished product (in this case, a refined educational program), all the advertising in the 
world is meaningless (Fetterman, 1988). Without assessing the impact of the institution’s 
initiatives, they cannot be sure if their mission is coming to realization. 
2.2.2 Types of Evaluation  
 The three types of educational models: informal, non-formal, and formal, each have 
unique evaluation styles. Informal and non-formal learning, which are generally employed in zoo 
settings, refer to learning outside of an educational setting, where learning is not based on 
specific curriculum and the educational outcome is independently determined. Non-formal 
learning is typically not evaluated due its unstructured nature (Diamond, 1999; Corlardyn 
Bjornavold, 2004), and this is part of what makes the evaluation process at zoos so important. 
Since each style of education necessitates a different style of evaluation, it is important to have 
an understanding of each type of education and its role. Please refer to Table 1 for a more 
detailed description of these models and their evaluation styles, as it explains the differences 
between each education type and lists the corresponding evaluation style. 
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Education Type Information Evaluation Style 
Informal -Voluntary and self-directed learning 
-Motivated intrinsically, through curiosity, 
manipulation, fantasy, task completion, and social 
interaction 
-Most common type of education style 
-Qualitative 
-Quantitative 
-A combination of the two 
can be more effective 
Non-Formal -Correlates with informal and formal learning 
-Intentional learning 
-Typically occurs outside of school 
-Structured and pre-arranged 
-Can be self-guided or teacher-led 
-Not typically evaluated 
Formal -Structured and pre-arranged learning 
-Leads to an end goal (such as a diploma) 
-Teacher-led 
-Considered repressive by some; it is too structured 
for growth 
-Tests 
-Grades 
Table 1: Education Styles and Corresponding Evaluation Types,  
 Adapted from Diamond, 1999, Eshach, 2007, and Colardyn & Bjornavold, 2004 
 
In Judy Diamond’s Practical Evaluation Guide, she discusses three different evaluation 
types: front-end, formative, and summative. Front-end evaluation focuses on acquiring 
information that will allow for future program improvements. This can be done through the use 
of surveys, interviews, observations, and behavioral assessments. The desired outcome of a 
front-end evaluation is to have a clear understanding of the evaluated subjects. The information 
can then be applied in the creation of a new program designed to meet the expectations of the 
target audience (Diamond, 1999). The second type of evaluation, formative evaluation, is used to 
gather information for the advancement of an existing program, despite the fact that the program 
has not been fully developed. This method focuses on observing visitors to see their reactions to 
the current educational model, and how the program can improve based on visitor feedback 
(Diamond, 1999). Lastly, summative evaluation is used to measure the impact of a completed 
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project, in order to allow for future improvements. Summative evaluation uses a variety of 
evaluation tools, from basic to advanced measures, such as attendance numbers and discovering 
what attendees learned from a program (Diamond, 1999). As applied to zoos, all three types of 
evaluation can be implemented, depending on the stage of development of an educational 
program. 
2.3 Case Studies Supporting Evaluation Methods 
2.3.1 Educator 
Educator Shadowing and Observations 
Qualitative analysis, such as taking open-ended notes during staff or visitor observations, 
provides data for evaluation of participant experiences. “Observations, interviews, and focus 
groups produce descriptive data that are analyzed qualitatively” (Randi Korn & Associates, Inc., 
2014). Observations, such as those conducted at the Bronx Zoo, can gather data “about how 
visitors used and experienced the various activities and programs” (Randi Korn & Associates, 
Inc., 2014). An evaluator at the Bronx Zoo studied the data for patterns and grouped similar 
responses in order to develop themes (Randi Korn & Associates, Inc., 2014). Qualitative data, 
such as that gathered at the Bronx Zoo, can also be used to understand observed behaviors. 
Common themes, attitudes, and behaviors can be used to refine a set of topics for further 
discussion, in settings such as focus groups or interviews.  
Educator Focus Groups and Interviews 
Focus groups and interviews differ from observations because they set out to gather 
information from people verbally instead of textually or visually (Baara, Gile, Kennedy, Santoro, 
& Vresilovic). The Australian Museum is one location that implements focus groups. “Focus 
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groups are a qualitative method of social science research widely used… in sociology, [and] 
political research and management” (Kelly, 2010). Focus groups, when used for front-end and 
summative evaluation, use in-depth discussions with small groups about various topics to gain a 
better understanding of themes, concepts, content understanding, and satisfaction. Focus groups 
are a good method to use to evaluate satisfaction because they “can uncover and explain issues 
and reactions which may not be expected, anticipated, or even surfaced during general 
quantitative surveys, questionnaires, or telephone polls” (Kelly, 2010). 
In addition to focus groups, interviews are also effective tools for collecting information. 
The National Aquarium in Baltimore, Maryland is a location that has implemented various types 
of interviews. The aquarium used pre- and post-visit in-person interviews as well as telephone 
post-visit interviews. By completing an analysis of the data collected from these interviews, the 
evaluators were able to gain an understanding of visitors’ knowledge on conservation as a 
concept (Adelman, Falk, & James, 2010). As applied to zoos, questions can be focused in ways 
such that interviews can be a means of understanding how educators are feeling, what they have 
been doing, and how various aspects of their day have been affecting them. Additionally, 
questions can be focused in a way to learn about teacher expectations. 
2.3.2 Teacher  
Teacher Surveys 
Surveys are a means of gathering data and information and are the method most 
commonly used by museums. Researchers from the Smithsonian Institution spoke with various 
research organizations and found that 80 percent of these organizations sent surveys to 
schoolteachers about once a year, resulting in a response rate of over 50 percent (Smithsonian 
Institution, 2014). Although this is an effective way to evaluate teacher opinions, when two fifths 
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of these organizations sent surveys to students, they only received an 11 percent response rate 
(Smithsonian Institution, 2014). Overall, surveys can be used to measure the success of different 
educational programs and provide general feedback on participants’ overall experience. This 
study also showed that using questionnaires as a means of evaluation is an effective method that 
garners a high response rate with teachers, but a low response rate with students. This verifies the 
use of surveys to evaluate teachers, but indicates that a more effective method is needed to 
evaluate student insight.  
The evaluation study done at the Colombia Zoo in Cali, Colombia demonstrated that 
when surveys are conducted before and after an educational program, they can provide useful 
data and comparisons about students’ learning pre- and post-visit. The students were evaluated 
through aptitude surveys that were given before and after the different educational programs to 
acquire comparable data for each student (White & Jacobson, n.d.). These surveys established a 
base-line comparison with the students’ knowledge before and after their visit (White & 
Jacobson, n.d.). From this evaluation model, we noticed that pre- and post-visit surveys can be 
used for comparative analysis, which can then be applied to teachers and their understanding of 
Zoo educational programs.  
Additionally, timing of when a survey is sent out has a large impact on the data, as it 
affects the number of responses received. In 2014, the Melbourne Zoo orangutan conservation 
campaign was evaluated, using surveys at different time points to measure its conservation 
impact on visitors who came to the orangutan exhibit. This evaluation method used four different 
time points for data collection: six months before and after the campaign, as well as six and 
twelve months into the campaign (Pearson, Lowry, Dorrian, & Litchfield, 2014). All of these 
survey collections provided the Zoo with comparative data to understand how much their visitors 
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knew before and after their visit. Overall, timing greatly affected how much the participant 
retained from the educational programs, as well as how many responses were received in a 
timely manner (Pearson, Lowry, Dorrian, & Litchfield, 2014). 
Finally, a Canadian company, Green Street, evaluates the environmental education 
programs of other organizations as a basis for development. This company uses a set of 
schoolteacher survey questions to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the programs under 
investigation. They use mostly open-ended survey questions, which develop a more meaningful 
and descriptive set of responses. The information provided by Green Street allows organizations 
to determine teachers’ pre-existing ideas of their programs, leading to higher student satisfaction 
(Thomson & Hoffman, n.d., and Appleton-Knapp & Krentler, 2006). A sample set of interview 
questions from Green Street can be seen in Figure 2. 
 
Figure 2: Green Street Open-Ended Questions 
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2.3.3 Student  
Student Drawings 
 Student drawings, which are a form of surveying for children, assist organizations in 
evaluating the impact that their educational programs have on students. A study was performed 
at the London Zoo through the use of student surveys to evaluate the impact of its educational 
program. The desired outcome was to see if the conservation education program had a lasting 
impact on the participating students, ranging in age from seven to fifteen. The surveys were 
given pre- and post-visit to measure students’ knowledge on conservation and how much 
information they retained, focusing on what they learned during their Zoo visit (Jensen, 2014 and 
Kelly, 2010). The Zoo’s surveys were highly successful due to the drawing section for the 
younger students. The pre- and post-surveys asked for the students to draw their favorite animals 
in their living environment(s). The students’ post-visit drawings were compared to their initial 
drawings to see if they retained what they learned at the Zoo and incorporated that knowledge 
into their new drawings. This demonstrated to the evaluators the impact that the Zoo’s program 
had on the student visitors, as the students were able to clearly convey their thoughts through the 
drawings. 
Student Photographs 
An often less considered method of evaluation comes in the form of photography. 
Observing people by means of photographic evidence allows the researcher to look back at a 
situation and get a good idea of the level of participant engagement (Educators Belongings, 
Being & Belonging, 2010). For example, a group of teachers in an Australian kindergarten 
noticed that group time was not working for their students. Some students were very involved, 
but others were distant and said they disliked group time. As a means of evaluating the situation, 
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the teachers photographed their students to see how engaged they were, and then proceeded to 
determine why there were issues based on the facial expressions and body language of the 
children (Educators Belongings, Being & Belonging, 2010). This allowed the teachers to get a 
visual of the problem at hand, allowing them to adjust the program accordingly. In the context of 
zoos, if the Zoo staff notices that the visitors are not engaged, they will know to make similar 
adjustments. 
Student Tracking 
Tracking is typically a method that can be used to obtain data about visitor behavior and 
engagement throughout a visit. A study was completed by the Australian Museum to draw visitor 
paths, note how long visitors stopped, how much time was spent at certain activities, and their 
conversations and behaviors. This information established a strong grasp on visitor behavior, 
experiences, and learning. When this type of data was analyzed, it presented the underlying 
weaknesses within a program, thus depicting areas for improvement (Kelly & Bartlett, 2002). 
This case shows how student tracking can be used at the Zoo to evaluate schoolteachers and 
students when they are roaming the Zoo on their own after an educational session. This method 
is beneficial because it is helpful to know if the teachers have prepared their students for their 
visit to the Zoo in terms of educational content and organization. 
2.4 Zoos Victoria 
Until the recent formation of a new education model, called the New Model, the 
educational model and programs used at Zoos Victoria (ZV) had not changed for the past forty 
years. Previously, there were two educational models in action at ZV: a Zoo-Educator Led model 
and a Self-Guided model. The newest model is a combination of the original two models. The 
new model of education makes evaluating staff attitudes more important than before, because the 
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programs have gone from a more structured style of learning to a more open-ended education 
style. The changes made to the educational model have affected the way Zoo staff feel about the 
programs they teach (P. Lynch: Education Officer at Werribee Open Range Zoo, personal 
communication, 16 September 2015). For a more in-depth review of these educational models, 
please reference Table 2. 
Model Education Style Comments 
Educator-Led 
  
-45 minute lecture with Zoo educator 
-Followed by schoolteacher/chaperone led tour 
of the Zoo 
-Animal & Zoo educator interaction 
-Both Non-Formal and Informal 
Self-Guided 
  
-Teacher/chaperone led tour of the Zoo -No animal or educator interaction 
-Informal Education 
New Model 
 
-Begins with lecture by Zoo educator 
-Teachers then given supplementary learning 
material for their self-guided tour of the Zoo 
-Group meets with Zoo educator throughout 
the Zoo to complete activities 
-Structured 
-Animal & Zoo educator interaction 
-Non-Formal Education 
Table 2: Zoos Victoria Educational Models, Adapted from Andrade, Bowe, Thomas, & Vannasse (2013) 
Through ZV’s educational programs, the Zoos seek to inform their visitors about the importance 
of wildlife conservation while still ensuring that they are enjoying their experience. ZV wants to 
better understand the impact that their Education for Conservation (EfC) initiative has on the 
visiting students and teachers, as well as the effect from Zoo educators participating in the visits. 
This can be measured through the use of different evaluation methods, which will be discussed in 
the methods chapter. 
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2.4.1 The Project 
Zoos Victoria recently discovered through previous evaluation attempts that it is difficult 
to measure visitor experiences and the educational impact of their programs. Zoos Victoria 
educators have completed much research on how to evaluate educational programs, but are still 
putting forth a great effort towards finding the right method (P. Lynch: Education Officer at 
Werribee Open Range Zoo, personal communication, 16 September 2015). Zoos Victoria is 
continually developing their education programs, specifically the New Model, which is still in a 
trial phase. As a result, ZV has asked us to collect information to create a common evaluation 
tool for assessing whether their education and conservation goals are being met. This was 
completed by evaluating Zoo educator sustainability, schoolteacher satisfaction, and student 
engagement.  
The next chapter explains the methods we used to accomplish this goal.  
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3.0 Methodology 
The goal of our project was to provide a final set of tools that can be used for future 
evaluation at Zoos Victoria (ZV) and provided them with recommendations for future 
implementations. We worked predominantly with the Melbourne Zoo, but we also traveled to the 
Healesville Sanctuary and the Werribee Open Range Zoo. Visiting all three properties allowed us 
to gain a better understanding of the different educational programs in place at each location and 
determined how we could implement each of our methods. To reach this goal, we completed the 
following objectives: 
1. Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for evaluating program 
sustainability from the staff’s perspective 
2. Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for evaluating the 
fulfillment of schoolteachers’ expectations 
3. Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for evaluating student 
engagement 
The methods detailed below helped us achieve our goal of developing finalized evaluation tools. 
3.1 Objective 1: Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for 
evaluating sustainability from the staff’s perspective 
We utilized and developed several social science methods to gain an understanding of the 
ZV staff’s perspectives towards the Education for Conservation (EfC) programs, with a specific 
focus on evaluating how their attitudes are impacted by the program. The ZV staff is a critical 
component of the EfC program, therefore its satisfaction with daily teachings is imperative to the 
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overall success and educational value of the program (P. Lynch: Education Officer at Werribee 
Open Range Zoo, personal communication, 16 September 2015). 
We used three different methods as a means for gathering information on the various 
aspects of the Zoo educator's day, and how they affected the outcome of their teaching and 
overall experience working at ZV. These aspects included specific differences in day to day 
occurrences, such as whether the students were late to their activities, engaged or disengaged in 
the activities, and additionally the weather (i.e. teaching in the sun versus the shade). Because the 
educators’ schedules are incredibly busy, it was essential that our methods be quick and easy for 
the educators to complete. We utilized the ethnographic social science research methods of 
shadowing, interviews, and conducting focus groups with the ZV educator staff in order to gather 
data for this objective. Overall, we sought to find a correlation between the student learning, 
teacher engagement, and educator satisfaction. 
Shadow Educator Staff 
 The first part of our project consisted of shadowing the ZV educator staff, which was 
completed in order to develop a better understanding of how ZV implements their conservation 
initiatives, the New Model of education, and their staff's attitudes towards the EfC programs. We 
specifically examined the staff’s attitudes, which, as defined by our sponsors, included but were 
not limited to their overall happiness and satisfaction with the Zoo programs and how stressed 
they were at different points in their day. The purpose of assessing Zoo educator feelings was to 
better understand their opinions on how the educational programs are progressing and how 
sustainable the program is as a whole. We did this by observing the educators, asking questions 
periodically, and taking notes on their reactions to the various stimuli presented in the classroom 
during their different daily presentations, as well as through informal questioning upon 
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completion of a lesson. We shadowed educators to pinpoint recurring themes and trends that 
occurred during their daily educational sessions. 
The informal questioning provided us with general responses on how the Zoo educators 
were feeling at different points throughout their day. Through simple observations during these 
questions, we were also able to determine situations that may have caused stress or happiness.  
Interview Educator Staff 
We conducted 30-minute semi-structured interviews with the Zoo educators either in 
person or over the phone in order to accommodate the ZV staff’s busy schedules. We spoke with 
both fulltime and part time educators from all three of the ZV locations. We used semi-structured 
interviews because they gave us the freedom to adjust our questions to better suit the direction of 
conversation. During our interviews, we utilized the method of storytelling to learn more about 
the staff’s attitudes on their daily education and the EfC initiative at ZV (J. Szkutak: retired 
Research & Development Director, Procter and Gamble Co., personal communication, 29 
September 2015). For example, we asked educators to tell us about their best and worst 
experience at the Zoo (these questions and others can be seen in Appendix A), providing us with 
a deeper insight on their thoughts on the programs. These in person and phone interviews were 
scheduled to ensure educators set aside enough time to give meaningful responses. The informal 
questioning differed from the semi-structured interviews in that they helped us understand the 
Zoo educators’ feelings about their work day, while the more structured interviews helped us 
learn their opinions and concerns specifically about the EfC program. For example, during 
informal questioning, one educator talked about how the hot weather made teaching classes 
harder, while during his interview, the educator discussed his concern with the bureaucracy of a 
not-for-profit organization of this size. With the help of the Learning Programs Coordinator, 
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Cyrelle Field, we worded the interview questions so that they were clear, concise, and non-
confrontational. We ensured that the questions were formulated in this manner, as people may 
have been unwilling to answer our questions if they felt their job security was at risk or if their 
answers could negatively affect them. To further encourage maximum participation, the 
interviews were made voluntary and educators were ensured anonymity. Using the information 
gathered from interviews and shadowing, we were able to further develop the structure of our 
focus groups.  
Focus Group with Educator Staff 
  Focus groups gave us the ability to determine whether all of the Zoo educators felt that 
they were meeting ZV’s standards and goals. This method allowed us to determine if focus 
groups are a viable way to evaluate all of the educators’ perspectives at once. Prior to the group 
meeting, we asked educators to complete a short self-reflection worksheet for critical self-
evaluation (Appendix B). The self-reflection worksheet consisted of prompt-based questions as a 
means to get the educators thinking about their experiences over the past week. A group setting 
helped the educators collectively discuss common issues and share their ideas and concerns with 
both each other and management (Kelly, 2010). An example of the Educator Focus Group 
Agenda can be seen in Appendix C. Talking to all of the educators at once allowed us to quickly 
identify recurring themes that helped in developing our final evaluation tools and 
recommendations. Through this implementation, we also evaluated the feasibility of ZV using a 
focus group as a regular evaluation tool.  
Using the three previously discussed methods in sequence allowed us to work from a 
more general standpoint towards a more condensed and concise means of evaluating the 
educators.  
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3.2 Objective 2: Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for 
evaluating the fulfillment of schoolteachers’ expectations 
Zoos Victoria wants to determine if the material being taught through their educational 
programs correlates with the teachers’ curricula. If the material meets the teachers’ expectations 
(curriculum correlation, for example) then they should be satisfied with the Zoo education 
programs (Hoey, Miralda, Tomkinson, and Tymon, 2012).  
Schoolteacher Surveys 
Another method we utilized to better understand schoolteachers’ expectations was 
surveys. Zoos Victoria already had many pre-visit surveys to identify pre-visit information, but 
the questions largely regarded teacher demographics rather than desired outcomes of the Zoo 
visit. With the pre-existing ZV surveys, we were able to rework and add questions to determine 
if we could gather more detailed information. We used the questions supplied by Green Street, as 
discussed in the background, as a basis for development (Thomson & Hoffman, n.d.). Our 
surveys, which can be seen in Appendix D and E included questions that asked what teachers 
hoped their students would learn and their reasons for bringing their students to the Zoo. Altering 
the pre-visit survey provided a comparison between pre-visit expectations and post-visit 
outcomes. Asking these questions before the excursion, rather than after, ensured legitimate, 
unaltered responses. 
Zoos Victoria is also implementing quality post-visit surveys. The point of our post-visit 
surveys was to determine if quality responses could be obtained. We altered the questions in the 
post-visit survey to be more explicit in gathering good comparison data. The surveys we created 
consisted mostly of rephrased questions from the original survey..  
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The interviews and surveys mentioned in this section were requested at different time 
periods, ranging from three days to two weeks before and after the Zoo visit, to see how timing 
would affect participation and schoolteacher interest. We also had the surveys sent out at three 
different times: 9:00 AM, 12:00 PM, and 2:30 PM. Additionally, the surveys were sent out over 
a range of time periods: three days before, one week before, and two weeks before the Zoo visit, 
as per request of our sponsor. This schedule allowed us to gather data about the optimal time to 
contact teachers regarding their visit, which could then be used to improve response rates on 
ZV’s future surveys through the use of a predetermined schedule.  
Schoolteacher Interviews  
To gauge the other needs of schoolteachers, we conducted either semi-structured in-
person interviews during the Zoo visit or phone interviews prior to the Zoo visit. We used semi-
structured interviews because this style allowed us to adjust our questions depending on the 
direction of the conversation. Phone interviews were used to address the difficulty of meeting 
with teachers in person, as well as getting responses from teachers attending Healesville 
Sanctuary and Werribee Open Range Zoo.  
The in-person schoolteacher interviews were reserved predominantly for teachers who 
did not fill out our pre-visit survey or speak with us on the phone, which is discussed in greater 
detail below. Conducting interviews in an informal setting let us obtain more in-depth 
information and adjust our interview questions to address individual teacher’s concerns directly, 
which helped us gather relevant data. We used the data obtained from these interviews to learn 
about teachers’ personal expectations and possible concerns with the new educational program 
style. The pre-visit interview questions can be seen in Appendix F. We implemented these 
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different types of interviewing to provide us a comparison of teacher participation levels for each 
method and to discover which type was the most successful.  
3.3 Objective 3: Assess the effectiveness and feasibility of different methods for 
evaluating student engagement 
By evaluating whether or not students were engaged during their visit at the Zoo, we 
assessed the most effective way for ZV to evaluate their educational programs. We completed 
this objective by testing three different evaluation methods: collecting student drawings, 
photographing students, and tracking the student groups. We used the data collected to determine 
which methods were the most effective for the creation of a simplified and final evaluation tool. 
Collecting Student Drawings 
We collected student drawings before and after participation in an educational program at 
the Zoo in order to begin understanding student learning. We requested the student drawings by 
linking the activity’s instructions (which can be seen in Appendix G ) in the pre-visit survey 
emails that we sent to schoolteachers. We asked the teachers to have their students draw and 
label a zoo scene to demonstrate their knowledge before attending the program. These drawings 
were completed, in fifteen minutes, by groups of about four students and numbered based on 
group and school, (i.e. St. Michael’s Grammar school might have one picture labeled SMG 1). 
This resulted in us receiving only a few drawings from each visiting class, thus making it easier 
for us to review the drawings as they were submitted. The pre-visit drawings created a baseline 
for the class’s knowledge and showed any gaps that were present in their understanding of the 
role of the Zoo, as shown by inaccurate labeling or minimalistic drawings. This method has been 
found to be most effective when implemented with students aged 7-12 years old, with ten-year-
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olds exhibiting the largest positive increase in knowledge (Jenson, 2011). Over the course of the 
Zoo visit, students were exposed to wildlife in its natural habitat and the conservation practices 
related to different species. During their post-visit classroom discussion about their trip, 
schoolteachers were asked to have their students return to their initial groups and draw a new 
picture with the same theme as before. We helped teachers understand that they should not 
influence students in either the pre- or post-visit drawings. It was important that the students 
completed their pictures within their designated groups so the pre- and post-drawings could be 
easily compared, demonstrating what the students learned from their visit and how their 
knowledge was expanded. In order to assess and compare the pre- and post-visit drawings, we 
looked at increased details and whether the students incorporated ZV exhibits or initiatives into 
them. The increase in detail suggested that the students learned and retained information from 
their Zoo visit. This method has been proven to provide the user with important information 
about student learning and how the visit impacted student views on wildlife conservation 
(Jensen, 2014 and Thomson & Hoffman, n.d.) . 
Strategic changes were made to this method in order to make it more efficient and 
effective for its implementation at Zoos Victoria. We ensured that there was labeling on the 
drawings to make the information easier to record, especially for quick comparison between pre- 
and post-visit drawings. We altered this method so that group drawings were submitted instead 
of individual drawings, as it made this method less time consuming because each visiting group 
submitted around one-fourth the number of drawings as there were students. Lastly, a standard 
rubric and data collection sheet, which can be seen in Appendix H, was used so that no matter 
who looked at the drawings, they arrived at similar outcomes and results. The drawings were 
assessed using factors such as accurate labeling, conservation expression, drawing elaboration, 
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and the inclusion of information from the Zoo field trip. This enabled us to evaluate what the 
students learned and if there were common and recognizable themes among all of the 
submissions (Jensen, 2014 and Thomson & Hoffman, n.d.).  
This method focused on developing a way to evaluate student knowledge in order to 
make the programs more impactful and effective. 
Photographing of Students 
  Another method that we used and developed at ZV involved photographing students. 
Photographs let evaluators interpret body language, allowing for a better understanding of the 
student engagement at various exhibits and activities (Educators Belongings, Being & 
Belonging, 2010). Multiple experts in the field have made it clear that while this is a time-
consuming method, the time is well spent because a significant amount of information can be 
obtained (Diamond, 1999; Educators Belongings, Being, & Belonging, 2010). The most effective 
time to take photographs was at the informational sessions led by the Zoo educators. At these 
locations, the educators were with small groups of students in a confined space, making it 
relatively easy to set up a camera and run a time-lapse of photos, with photos being taken at ten 
second intervals. These photos allowed us to see how different groups interacted with the 
exhibits, and how much time was spent at certain activities. If the same presentation occurred 
more than once on the same day, we photographed all sessions, if possible, to see if time of day 
had any effect on student engagement.  
While this method offered important information, parental and student permission, as 
well as full disclosure of any image usage, were utilized to protect the students’ privacy. We 
sought permission from schoolteachers prior to their Zoo visit asking if it would be okay for us 
to photograph their students. After receiving verbal confirmation, we emailed them with further 
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details about the purpose of photographing and to provide our consent forms (Appendix I). We 
developed a standard rubric to avoid the risk of the evaluator’s personal interpretation. The 
standard rubric included cues to look for that express interest or learning, as well as signs that 
demonstrate a lack of student engagement, such as playing on a phone (Appendix J). 
 While photographing, we made observations about what we saw and heard. When 
analyzing the photographs, we noted the signals that expressed engagement and disengagement 
as well as any correlations between our observations and the cues in the photographs.  
Tracking Field Trips 
After the students and schoolteachers met with a Zoo educator at the educational 
sessions, they were left on their own to visit the rest of the Zoo. By tracking and observing these 
groups, we were able to see if the teachers and parent chaperones were teaching their students 
and what exhibits they went to visit. While solely focused on tracking, we did not interact with 
the students, teachers, or chaperones. This rubric contained a Zoo map to mark the group's paths; 
a place to note any scheduled presentations visited, such as an orangutan feeding; and a place to 
note dwell time, which is how long the group stayed at each exhibit.  
3.4 Final Evaluation Tool Requirements 
 This project’s goal was to provide ZV with a usable evaluation tool for their EfC 
programs. Through our testing, we developed methods that would be feasible to implement in the 
future and allow ZV to complete regular evaluation on their education programs in a time 
efficient manner. Upon completion of our project, ZV was given the tools they need to best 
evaluate their educator staff, schoolteacher expectations, and student engagement. Our final 
recommendations also gave our thoughts, based on our findings, about how ZV could better 
improve their overall EfC program.   
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4.0 Findings  
In order to progress through the objectives we discussed in section 3.0, we began by 
shadowing the Zoo educators to gain a better understanding of the various educational programs. 
We then began implementing schoolteacher pre-visit surveys, where we gained more insight on 
teacher expectations. Next, we observed education sessions, where we were able to look at 
educators, teachers, and students simultaneously and determine if there was a correlation among 
all three groups. We used the information gathered from these three methods to progress into 
student tracking, educator and schoolteacher interviews, schoolteacher post-visit surveys, and 
finally Zoo educator focus groups. All of the information we gathered helped us create final 
evaluation tools for Zoo Victoria.  
4.1 Shadowing and Observations 
 Through shadowing Zoo educators at different educational sessions, we planned to 
examine the staff’s attitudes, which--as defined by Zoos Victoria (ZV)--included but were not 
limited to, their overall happiness and satisfaction with the Zoo programs and how stressed they 
were at different points in their day. During shadowing, we were able to ask the educators 
questions when they were finished teaching, which helped us formulate our potential questions 
for our Zoo educator interviews. This method is discussed in detail in section 3.1.  
Over a three-week time span, we observed thirty educational sessions with Early Years 
(ages 4-8) and Middle Years (ages 9-16) students (early years and middle years are the age 
groups specified in the Australian school system). These observations allowed us to recognize a 
correlation among Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and students. Our method changed accordingly 
from observing only the educator to also observing the other key groups, resulting in a list of 
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common themes. We created a list of themes on what we remembered seeing most often, but as 
we went through our notes and found other themes that occurred more frequently, we added 
them to our list. This process allowed us to go from open ended notes to quantifiable data. While 
reviewing our notes from these observations, we looked at key words and counted how many 
times each theme occurred out of thirty total observation sessions. If a single theme occurred 
more than once in a session, it was only counted one time. Table 3 shows each theme and the 
frequency with which it occurred.  
 
Table 3: Common Themes from Observations 
 We noticed some themes that occurred commonly in positive sessions. During an 
educational session with the Early Years, one schoolteacher was very engaged with both the 
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students and the Zoo educator. The teacher sat on the floor with the students and participated in 
all of the activities. We observed that in 60% of educational sessions, schoolteachers played a 
significant role in how engaged students were by asking questions, encouraging participation by 
students, or even participating in the lesson themselves. The educators tailored the talk to the 
teacher’s curriculum in 73% of the educational sessions we observed. For example, in one 
session the educator incorporated Indonesian animals into the talk per the request of the teacher, 
while still conveying ZV’s conservation messages. Additionally, in 70% of the sessions we saw, 
students were excited to answer questions. Very often, student and schoolteacher enthusiasm 
correlated with the educator’s personalized adjustment to the individual education session. This 
demonstrates that students were eager to answer questions since they had already been exposed 
to the material prior to their visit. We found that these themes are strongly linked to each other 
and contributed to a positive education session. We found that there are very few positive 
indicators or themes for student engagement. Student engagement can be better measured by 
noting a lack of negative indicators.  
 We also noticed some themes that commonly occurred in negative sessions. During an 
educational session for Early Years students, an educator was visibly frustrated with how unruly 
the kids were. The schoolteachers and chaperones were unengaged with the activities, and some 
were even using their cell phones, which occurred in 17% of the sessions we observed. The 
educator was forced to act as a supervisor and was unable to fully devote his or her effort to 
engaging and teaching the students. As a result, roughly one half of the students were completely 
unengaged, running around and ignoring the activities. Many of the common themes in the table 
represent when students are unengaged, but we used specific themes so that issues could be more 
clearly addressed. As the data shows, without the help of the teacher, it is difficult for the Zoo 
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educator to have a good class where the students learn the take away messages. This combination 
of observations represents a correlation among Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and students. A 
more detailed way of organizing this correlation compared to Table 3 can be seen in Appendix K. 
Observation of educational sessions is an effective way to evaluate the Education for 
Conservation (EfC) programs by simultaneous examination of Zoo educators, teachers, and 
students. These observations resulted in the formation of a standardized evaluation form 
(Appendix L). We took the common themes from our observations and separated them into 
categories based on students, teachers, and educators. The categories each contained several 
things evaluators observe, for a total of twenty-one items. Initially, there were only sixteen items, 
but upon review of the sheet, we realized there were other things evaluators should look for, such 
as “Did the educator arrive to the session early enough to set up the educational session?” We 
were able to test the observation sheet throughout its development and made changes as we 
gathered more information, but the evolving nature of the sheet meant we were unable to trial the 
final product. By testing our standardized forms, we determined that it was much more time 
efficient to check boxes for our list of common occurrences, rather than write notes on 
everything we observed. The simplification of all of our observations allowed us to streamline 
this method to make it less time consuming for future evaluators.  
 The information we gathered through shadowing enabled us to further develop the 
interview questions for Zoo educators and schoolteachers. For example, we used the common 
themes we recognized to formulate our questions, such as asking how student behavior affected 
educator satisfaction.  
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4.2 Zoo Educator Interviews  
We conducted twelve 30-minute semi-structured interviews with the Zoo educators either 
in person or over the phone in order to accommodate the ZV staff’s busy schedules. We spoke 
with both full-time and part-time educators from all three of the ZV locations. Semi-structured 
interviews were used because they gave us the freedom to adjust our questions to better suit the 
direction of conversation. More details regarding this method are in section 3.1. 
There were common themes that were present in many of the Zoo educator interviews. 
Before conducting the interviews, we created a list of themes that we thought would arise during 
the interviews. After completing the interviews, we went through our notes and counted how 
many times these themes occurred. If there were topics that arose often that we did not initially 
expect, we added them to the list. The most common themes can be seen in Table 4.  
 
Table 4: Common Theme from Zoo Educator Interviews 
 As we discovered through shadowing the Zoo educational sessions, schoolteachers’ 
behaviors have an effect on the overall impact and learning outcomes of a lesson. Interviewing 
the Zoo educators helped confirm this hypothesis, as the data in Table 4 shows that ten out of 
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twelve educators felt the teacher affects the lesson in some form. Sample quotes that support this 
point are: “Teachers who are not engaged make it difficult to get students engaged” and 
“Discomfort from teaching a class normally comes from having a negative interaction with a 
teacher… A disengaged teacher makes you really uncomfortable… If you want the students to 
engage, you [the teacher] need to engage as well.” The data collected through interviews helped 
confirm the relationship among Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and students that we previously 
observed during shadowing. 
Throughout the interviews, Zoo educators expressed concern about being rushed at many 
different times throughout their day. Seven of the twelve educators said that twenty minutes in 
the Hive (educational session) was not enough to share all of the information they wanted to 
give. The educators were not prompted about this topic. Additionally, other educators said they 
felt rushed during the day, but did not specifically mention the twenty minute time frame. One 
Zoo educator stated, “We are getting such short times with the kids, and the impact [on the 
students] is very hard to measure.” The lack of time with students also prevents the educators 
from building a rapport with students, which is something that many educators miss about their 
previous job as schoolteachers. One Zoo educator said, “I try to remember names as much as 
possible here...I miss that element [of knowing students’ names]. I try to develop a strong 
enough relationship to impart messages.” In reference to the Hive sessions, two educators 
jokingly said that we should “put [this issue] in bold and all caps!” suggesting how strongly the 
Zoo educators feel about the issue of time.  
Based on our findings, we concluded that interviews are an effective method of learning 
about Zoo educator concerns and opinions about the educational programs they are teaching and 
their jobs in general, but they are overly time-consuming. The interviews typically ran for the 
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allotted 30 minutes, though a few went far beyond that limit. Due to the number of educators at 
Zoos Victoria, interviewing each one was not time efficient. Regardless of the time commitment 
required, educator interviews helped us gather data that aided the development of our next 
educator method: focus groups. The common themes that arose from the Zoo educator interviews 
were used to determine what topics should be discussed and addressed in focus groups.  
4.3 Zoo Educator Focus Groups  
The focus groups were designed to encourage a discussion about whether the Zoo 
educators felt that they were meeting ZV’s standards and goals. A pre-focus group self-reflection 
worksheet that consisted of prompt-based questions was used to get the educators thinking about 
their experiences over the past week. These self-reflection sheets were also discussed during the 
focus group. More details regarding the setup and implementation can be found in section 3.1. 
During the focus group, one educator discussed that he/she needed help staying on time 
in the Hives. A second educator went on to say he/she could offer “some advice about things that 
worked for me in the Hives and how I stayed on time, and the key things I try to get out in the 
time.” At the completion of the focus group, another educator said, “I feel like we’ve purged,” 
recognizing the benefit that focus groups can have for the team. Additionally, educators said this 
is something they would be willing to do once per term, but noted that since there would be more 
educators present (our focus groups only had four educators present and ran for one hour), they 
would need more time to complete the exercise in the future. Not only do focus groups allow for 
open conversation, but they also provide a supportive and safe environment for Zoo educators to 
feel comfortable voicing their opinions and feelings. In reference to their supervisor being 
present at the focus group, some educators said, “I’d feel safe. We’re pretty honest in this team.” 
“Everyone’s quite transparent. You back each other up. You’re not working in isolation.” “It 
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makes a big difference if your superior has done the same job as you… They have a good insight 
of what you’re doing.”  
Focus groups were useful in helping the ZV educator staff discuss problems that may be 
occurring during their workdays. This method is significantly less time consuming than 
interviews, but it still achieves the same desired outcome of gathering Zoo educator opinions and 
concerns. Additionally, the educators were able to hear each other’s concerns and were able to 
offer help to one another, which differs from the individual interview setup. These findings 
helped shape the final format of a focus group for the Zoo educators, which can be implemented 
in the future at Zoos Victoria. 
4.4 Pre-Visit Schoolteacher Surveys 
Pre-visit schoolteacher surveys (using Google Forms) were sent via email in order to 
better understand teachers’ expectations and desired learning outcomes of their Zoo visit. We 
sent surveys over three different time periods: Three Day Response Period, One Week Response 
Period, and a Two Week Response Period and at three different times: 9:00 AM, 12:00 PM and 
2:30 PM to see how timing would affect participation and teacher interest. These times were 
chosen to determine the optimal time to send surveys in order to maximize response rates. More 
information on this method can be found in section 3.2. 
We used a pre-determined schedule to send 200 surveys, and we received 63 responses. 
When we were recording who had completed the survey, we realized that there were multiple 
responses coming from certain schools. Initially, we only sent the survey to one teacher from 
each school, so this proved that the survey was being forwarded on to other participating teachers 
from these specific schools. Of the 63 survey respondents, 12 were not the original recipient of 
the email, confirming that they were forwarded the survey. Therefore, we do not know exactly 
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how many teachers received the survey. Normally, forwarding of emails is significant for ZV, 
because if the schoolteachers who booked the Zoo trips do not forward the emails they receive, 
then the other visiting teachers will not have the information they need to thoroughly prepare for 
the visit.  
Our return rate of 32% was significantly higher than previous surveys that ZV sent, 
which only had about a 1% response rate (Zoos Victoria, 2015). This dramatic difference in 
response rates was likely due to a number of factors: the “pleading” tone of the email (Appendix 
M), the mention of student researchers, and the personalization of the emails. We also found that 
allowing teachers one week to respond to the survey was most effective at maximizing the 
response rate. Of teachers who responded to surveys sent three days, one week, and two weeks 
prior to the school’s visit, the percentage of respondents from each group was 24%, 51%, and 
25%, respectively. We believe that the two week response period gave teachers a lot of time to 
complete the survey, but did not invoke a sense of urgency. The three day period got a lot of 
responses quickly, but many teachers answered on the day of or day after their Zoo visit, 
indicating teachers either did not have enough time or completed the survey with a bias. As seen 
in Figure 3, giving schoolteachers one week to reply provided the desired balance between 
urgency of completion and time for completion needed to maximize responses. 
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Figure 3: Graph of Survey Responses Based on Days Waited Before Responding 
Also, 40% of all respondents completed our survey between 1:00 PM and 3:00 PM. As 
seen in Figure 4, the time range correlates with the least busy time of the day for schoolteachers: 
during lunch, and at the end of the day when their students leave.  
 
Figure 4: Graph of Survey Responses Based on Time Completed 
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Sending the surveys to schoolteachers at 12:00 PM encompasses the 1:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
time range when most teachers responded. This timeframe was much more effective at gathering 
responses than sending the surveys at other times. When the surveys were sent at 9:00AM, 
12:00PM, and 2:30PM, there were response rates of 22%, 48%, and 30% respectively. This can 
be seen in Figure 5. These numbers correspond with the times at which we received the most 
survey responses (1:00 PM and 3:00 PM).  
  
Figure 5: Chart of Survey Responses Based on Time Sent 
After analyzing the timing, we focused on which key ideas could impact school visits. 
For example, 44% of responding schoolteachers had never attended a Zoo visit before. This 
could affect the teachers’ expectations of their day at the Zoo and how they are preparing for 
their visit. We asked many questions about teachers’ expectations and what topics they hoped 
their students would learn about. For example, schoolteachers were asked how often they 
discussed wildlife conservation with their students and the answers greatly varied, as seen in 
Figure 6.  
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Figure 6: Chart of How Often Wildlife Conservation Discussed by Schoolteachers with Students 
This range of responses demonstrates that wildlife conservation is not always being 
discussed regularly in the classroom. This irregularity in discussion suggests that different 
groups of students have varying levels of knowledge on this topic, but the Zoo visit still provides 
more information on wildlife conservation to students, regardless of previous knowledge. The 
gathered data from the pre-visit surveys can be used to help ZV adjust their programs to 
accommodate for things such as the age group of each visiting class, the amount of support 
teachers have for supervision of students, etc. The information from the pre-visit surveys can 
also be used to identify teacher expectations. Most of the responses convey specific 
schoolteacher expectations, with 73% discussing that a correlation to their curriculum is their 
main focus, in addition to the traditional Zoo experience. This shows ZV what the schools are 
hoping to obtain by visiting the Zoo.  
Pre-visit Surveys are an effective tool to gather information if sent at the appropriate time 
and forwarding information is collected. We recommend that ZV continue to use, pre-visit 
surveys as an ongoing evaluation tool. The pre-visit survey findings also set the basis for our 
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analysis of the post-visit surveys and provided us with clear data to determine the best time at 
which the post-visit surveys should be sent.  
4.5 Post-Visit Schoolteacher Surveys 
The post-visit surveys were only sent to schoolteachers who filled out the pre-visit survey 
for a total of 63 surveys sent. As described in section 3.2, we sent our post-visit surveys at 12:00 
PM. We intended to send the surveys either three days, one week, or two weeks after the 
schoolteachers’ Zoo visits, but due to a miscommunication between us and our sponsor, many 
surveys were not sent on the scheduled dates. Our lack of clarity in communicating the schedule 
led to the majority of surveys being sent in one day, meaning most surveys were sent at random 
time intervals, not related to our initial three day, one week, and two week schedule. Therefore, 
we cannot determine what time frame is best to send post-visit surveys to schoolteachers. 
Regardless of the initial confusion, our post-visit survey had a response rate of 32%. The post-
visit surveys were completed at times similar to the pre-visit survey, with 12:00 PM and 3:00 PM 
giving us the most responses, as seen in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7: Graph of Time Post-Visit Survey is Completed 
The information collected from these surveys will help ZV establish a comparison 
between pre-visit expectations and post-visit outcomes. The schoolteachers were asked to rate 
how well their expectations were met, and we calculated an average rating of 4.3 out of 5.0. The 
teachers were also asked to rate how relevant the visit was to their classroom learning, which 
received an average rating of 4.5 out of 5.0. Typically when these types of ratings are requested, 
the average is 4.8 out of 5.0, as stated by the ZV Learning Experiences Coordinator, so the lower 
scores may come as a surprise to Zoos Victoria. In addition to a rating of the Zoo experience, 
teachers were able to provide feedback and other information about their visit. The feedback 
often consisted of recommendations for ZV and any issues they had with the program they 
attended. Details gathered from feedback will be helpful to ZV in determining if any changes 
need to be made to areas of the Zoo visit process. teachers were also asked if they planned to 
participate in any of ZV’s conservation initiatives, such as the program Wipe for Wildlife, with 
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their class. The answers to the survey questions give ZV an indication of the impact the Zoo visit 
has on visiting classes. Overall, the information gathered from both the pre and post-visit surveys 
will allow ZV to understand teacher expectations and satisfaction levels. In summary, a 
combination of pre- and post-visit surveys is effective at identifying schoolteacher expectations 
and evaluating whether the expectations have been met. 
4.6 Schoolteacher Interviews 
Schoolteacher interviews were implemented over the phone, as well as in-person at Zoos 
Victoria. Teachers were asked a set of questions about how they prepared for their Zoo visit and 
what they had planned on having their students do throughout the day. More detailed information 
on this method can be found in section 3.2.  
During our phone interviews, we called a total of 22 schoolteachers. Of these teachers, 
eight answered on the first call, and five agreed to answer our interview questions. Of the five 
people we talked with, four said they would be okay with us photographing their students. We 
left messages for those we were unable to reach, and of these people, two called back. 
Additionally, most of the teachers we spoke to answered with short, blunt answers, making it 
clear that they did not want to spend their time talking with us. One teacher even said she was on 
her lunch break and could not be bothered to talk with us. While the response rate for 
schoolteacher phone interviews was 23%, the amount of work needed to gather responses makes 
this method inefficient. As the important information gathered from the interviews can be 
obtained in our surveys, we do not recommend phone interviews. 
We conducted our in-person interviews with schoolteachers during and after Zoo 
education sessions. Generally these interviews took five minutes to complete, but some teachers 
spoke to us for much longer. This method worked most effectively when we were introduced to 
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the teachers by the Zoo educators, explaining that we wanted to conduct an interview for 
research purposes. Some teachers spoke to us in much greater detail, while others hesitated to 
leave their school groups to speak with us. Additionally, a few of the schoolteachers that we 
spoke with were not the group leaders, and lacked answers to all of our questions. 
In one interview, we were unable to finish asking all our questions because the 
schoolteacher was too busy disciplining his students. We spent 25 minutes talking to this teacher, 
and only recorded responses for half of our questions. In another instance, we spent 45 minutes 
talking to one teacher, in which the conversation diverged and it was difficult to get back on 
topic. Furthermore, another teacher was visibly stressed when asked to answer questions. He said 
that he needed to watch his students and that the interview would need to be very quick because 
he had other concerns. Though the information gathered from teacher interviews was beneficial 
to our method development, we found that they are very time consuming, and teachers were 
often too busy to participate. 
 During the in-person schoolteacher interviews, we determined that 86% of participants 
had received the pre-visit information packet but had not read through the information or 
discussed the material with their students. The pre-visit information packet contains documents 
about how teachers can best prepare for their visit and what they should review with their 
students. This clearly shows that there is a lack of effective communication between the Zoo 
educator staff and teachers, which can lead to teacher dissatisfaction. When the teachers are not 
fully prepared, they can become unhappy with ZV’s educational program and cause added stress 
for the educators. One educator said, “When they [schoolteachers] aren't involved, it shows that 
they did not prepare or do anything prior to the visit. Sometimes teachers do not read the full pre-
visit email package and expect more educational programs and do not expect to be as involved as 
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they should be.” Based on these interviews and previous research from our Zoo educator 
interviews, we found that teachers are not reading the provided material, possibly due to issues 
regarding how the material is being presented or distributed. Even though most teachers are 
receiving pre-visit information, they are not necessarily reading the packet of information and 
therefore are not prepared for their visit. On the other hand, some teachers are not being 
forwarded the information from their supervisors and, as a result, cannot be fully prepared.  
By gathering and analyzing all of the schoolteacher interview responses, we determined 
that although the interviews were beneficial to our research, the same information can be 
obtained more quickly and efficiently for ZV in the future through the addition of our interview 
questions to the pre-visit survey.  
4.7 Student Tracking 
We initially began student tracking by utilizing museum-style tracking (following groups 
around ZV in order to see which exhibits they are going to, for how long, their discussions, etc.). 
More detailed information on this topic can be found in section 3.3. While attempting to track 
student groups after they left educational sessions, we found that most Middle Years students 
broke up into small groups of about four students. These small groups were left to wander the 
Zoo, often without supervision. Following a group of four students, when the class contains more 
than 50 students, does not provide a good representation of the entire group. It was also 
extremely difficult to follow multiple student groups around from exhibit to exhibit, especially 
when they were without a teacher, because of the large size of the Zoo. Since the students were 
on their own, it was impossible to measure what information the teacher had shared with their 
students. As a result, we decided that museum-style tracking was not a beneficial method for 
evaluating where and how the students and schoolteachers spent their day at the Zoo after their 
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educational session. We then moved to observing the different keeper talks to see if the visiting 
student groups were attending these sessions. This decision led us to the development of keeper 
talk observation sheets, which can be seen in Appendix N. 
We found that sitting at keeper talks and other important exhibits around the Zoo shows 
if the students are going to the educational sessions offered for the program in which they are 
participating. While attending these visits, we took notes on our observations and standardized 
the observation sheet, summarizing the general findings. We sat in on ten keeper talks and found 
that it was difficult to determine which students go to which school, something we had initially 
intended on noting for the sheet. Instances such as this led us to make continuous changes to our 
observational sheets. As a result, we did not get time to fully test the keeper talk observational 
sheets, but we noticed that this type of tracking can gain insight on student engagement levels 
and if they are attending the recommended sessions.  
4.8 Student Drawings 
We collected student drawings before and after participation in an educational program at 
the Zoo to see if an increase in student knowledge could be identified. Teachers were sent 
instructions for this activity as part of our pre-visit survey. We collected the drawings from 
participating classes at the beginning of their Zoo visit, and afterwards we emailed the 
schoolteachers requesting that they send the post-visit drawings to us. A more detailed 
explanation of this method can be seen in section 3.3. Initially, 16 schoolteachers out of 52 (we 
began to ask teachers if they wanted to participate in the activity after we already had 11 
responses) showed interest in a pre-visit classroom activity, but eight later declined once they 
saw the activity (see Figure 8). Only 8 out of 16 of our pre-visit survey participants said that they 
would complete the pre-visit drawings and only two people handed them in. Although we 
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requested that those schoolteachers send back post-visit drawings, we did not receive any 
submissions. This prevented us from comparing the pre and post-visit drawings, thus making this 
method of evaluation ineffective. The lack of interest could have been related to a variety of 
things: time required for the activity, age group of students, etc., however, we were unable to 
gather enough data to draw any conclusions.  
 
Figure 8: Chart of Student Drawings Activity Interest 
Drawings and other pre-visit activities may prove beneficial to helping students prepare 
for their visit to the Zoo. The drawings that were submitted to us were very similar to those 
found in previous research on this method. A comparison of the drawings can be seen in Figure 
9. Some of the drawings we received were very detailed and well-labeled while others were 
minimalistic, but all of them were similar to those in the research we completed. Drawings can 
be used to solely measure students’ pre-visit knowledge since post-visit drawings are difficult to 
obtain for comparison to see if there was an increase in student knowledge. The similarities 
between the drawings we received and those found in the literature on this method suggest that if 
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schoolteacher interest was higher, this method could be effective in gauging how much students 
learned from their visit.  
 
Figure 9: Comparison of Student Drawings Collected at Melbourne Zoo (Left) and Drawings Collected at London Zoo (Jensen 
2012) (Right) 
Student drawings have the potential to be a worthwhile tool; however, the current 
outcome is unworthy of the effort and time necessary to successfully implement this activity. As 
a result of this finding, we completed additional research on other potential pre-visit activities 
that could help prepare students for their Zoo visit. Further description of these activities can be 
seen in section 5.3 of Conclusions and Recommendations. 
4.9 Student Photographs 
Photographs were used to capture student engagement during Zoo educational sessions, 
where time-lapse photographs were taken every ten seconds, in addition to a full-length video. 
An in-depth explanation of this method can be seen in section 3.3. In the Gorilla Hive, the 
camera was set up on top of the air conditioning unit, facing the back wall near the door. In the 
classroom near the garden, the camera was placed on the back window sill facing the door. We 
initially planned to develop and test a standardized rubric to evaluate the pictures and see 
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whether the students were engaged or disengaged. After analyzing the photographs, we 
discovered that using our rubric to analyze the photographs was not feasible.  
Not only was the process of analyzing the photos difficult, but gaining permission to take 
the photographs was difficult as well. Of the 22 schoolteachers we contacted for phone 
interviews and photograph permission, only four said it was okay for us to photograph their 
classes. Many teachers were unsure if they could give permission without talking to their 
supervisors and others were only in charge of booking and were not attending. The struggles 
presented by this method exemplified the difficulties associated with gaining permission over the 
phone. As a result, photographing students for the purpose of measuring engagement levels is not 
effective. 
4.10 Summary 
 
Figure 10: Summary of Evaluation Tools 
Upon completion of our research, we used our data and findings to develop a set of 
refined tools ZV can use for future program evaluation. In order to evaluate the Education for 
Conservation programs from the Zoo educators’ perspectives, we recommend a focus group 
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agenda to be used in tandem with self-evaluation forms. We developed pre and post-visit surveys 
to evaluate if schoolteachers’ expectations are being identified and met. We created pre-visit 
activities, as well as keeper talk tracking forms to evaluate student learning outcomes. Lastly, we 
developed observation forms to evaluate the EfC education sessions. These forms can be used to 
simultaneously evaluate Zoo educators, schoolteachers, and students. The use of these forms is 
the most efficient way to evaluate, because all three groups affect each other’s participation and 
satisfaction in EfC programs. 
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5.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Our research demonstrates that an effective and efficient process for monitoring Zoos 
Victoria’s (ZV) Education for Conservation (EfC) program incorporates four key elements: 
1. Zoo Educators: Focus groups in tandem with critical self-reflection journals  
2. Schoolteachers: Pre- and Post-visit surveys  
3. Students: Pre-visit or on-site activities  
4. All Three Groups: Observation and tracking sheets to measure engagement 
We recommend that focus groups be conducted quarterly and self-reflection journals be 
used weekly to assess the sustainability of Zoo educators’ demanding roles in EfC. The other 
three components – surveys to gauge schoolteachers’ expectations; pre-visit or on-site activities 
for students’ Zoo preparation; and observation of the collective engagement of educators, 
schoolteachers, and students – should be conducted annually over a two-week timespan. 
5.1 Zoo Educators 
Focus groups in tandem with critical self-reflection journals are an effective and efficient way 
to evaluate the sustainability of ZV’s EfC program from the Zoo educators’ perspectives.  
Critical self-reflection journals (section 4.3) prompt Zoo educators to look back on their 
week and reflect upon their role as an educator. Focus groups are designed to be a safe place 
where educators discuss common concerns (as prompted in the reflection journal) and promote 
communication between the educators and their management. Asking prompting questions such 
as, “my best experience this week was…” or “I could use help in this area…” encourages 
educators to open up to each other, offer help to one another, and participate in a meaningful 
discussion. For more details on the benefits of this method, please see section 4.3. 
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We recommend that focus groups be held quarterly and follow the same template of 
questions (as discussed in section 3.1) as the Zoo educator reflection journals. A two hour-long 
focus group will give sufficient time for participating Zoo educators to share their personal 
experiences and discuss amongst the group. For Werribee Open Range Zoo and Healesville 
Sanctuary, less time may be required for focus groups, as these Zoos have fewer educators. Our 
research shows that educators found focus groups to be a beneficial method for self and group-
reflection and that they realized the importance of making time for a focus group each term.  
As an alternative to increasing the time limit of EfC educational sessions, we recommend 
that ZV conduct a workshop where Zoo educators can talk with one another about which styles 
or tactics are effective during an educational session. Zoo educators often go beyond the allotted 
time for an educational session (as discussed in section 4.2) or leave a session feeling as if 
students did not get as much information as they could have, especially for age groups that 
educators feel less comfortable teaching. Educators can learn how to maximize the impact of 
their educational sessions from one another through the use of team learning. Topics like time 
management tactics and skills can also be included as part of the Zoo educator focus groups. 
 
Interviews are useful tools that gather detailed opinions and concerns from the Zoo educators, 
but focus groups are a more simplified and less time-consuming method for gathering similar 
information.  
Due to the time needed to complete interviews, we determined that it is more practical to 
have the quarterly focus groups. Interviews required about thirty minutes per Zoo educator, and 
with twelve full-time educators, equated to six hours of time spent. A focus group only takes two 
hours (or less) to hear concerns from all of the educators at once. 
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Should ZV wish to continue conducting individual interviews, we recommend they be 
completed less frequently, possibly annually. The interviews could be used as a check-in or 
update to discuss concerns that Zoo educators’ may not feel comfortable mentioning in the focus 
group. If educators feel they would benefit from a personal interview, they could request a one. 
This setup will provide ZV with individual employee insights. 
5.2 Schoolteachers 
Pre- and post-visit schoolteacher surveys, in combination, are more effective than 
schoolteacher interviews at gathering meaningful data about teacher expectations and 
outcomes. 
Pre-visit schoolteacher surveys had a high response rate and were more time-efficient 
than interviews for both the teacher and the evaluator. We observed a clear measure of teacher 
satisfaction in post-visit responses, as discussed in section 4.5. Interviews were less effective 
because of the amount of time and effort expended and the reluctance of teachers to talk with us, 
both in person and over the phone. When conducting phone interviews, we often found teachers 
gave short, yes or no answers to our questions without any elaboration. During in-person 
interviews, some teachers were just as limited in their responses, but others talked for far longer 
than we had intended. The data gathered from these surveys can be seen in section 4.4. 
We recommend that ZV send out pre- and post-visit surveys to schoolteachers one week 
before or after their excursion, at 12:00 P.M., in order to gain the maximum response rate. If 
sending the surveys at 12:00 P.M. is not plausible, we recommend that ZV utilize an automated 
sending feature. This feature would automatically send the emails at a specified time from a 
predetermined list. Our results showed that there was a much higher response rate from 
schoolteachers when we sent surveys to them at 12:00 P.M. We presume that this time correlates 
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with when students are eating lunch and teachers are not actively teaching, leaving them with 
time to check and respond to emails. Sending surveys to teachers one week before their visit 
provides the best balance between urgency of completion and time for completion.  
We recommend that ZV utilize a pleading tone in the emails requesting participation in 
the pre- and post-visit surveys. The response rate for our pre-visit survey was significantly higher 
than that of ZV’s pre-visit survey. Our sponsor believes the increased response rate was due to 
the pleading tone used in the request email as well as the mention of student research. We 
presume that if ZV continues utilizing this tone, it is possible that the removal of “student 
research” will have less of a negative effect on the response rate. 
5.3 Students 
Pre-visit or on-site student activities, other than student drawings, can be used to help students 
prepare for their Zoo visit. These activities are more effective when gauged towards specific 
age groups. 
Based on our survey feedback, we determined that adding diversity to the offered 
activities increases participation. Our surveys showed that schoolteachers had a clear interest in 
pre-visit activities but had minimal interest in the student drawing activity. We do not 
recommend using student drawings because they are too time-consuming for the value of the 
information gathered. 
Our research shows that during the booking process is the optimal time to request that 
teachers complete pre-visit activities, and doing so will ensure that there is enough time for 
completion of the activities. If it is not feasible to include in the booking process, we recommend 
including a link to the activity in the pre-visit schoolteacher survey. The student activities will 
help the visiting classes be more prepared to participate during their Zoo visit. We further 
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researched pre-visit activities implemented by other zoos, in addition to recommendations from 
our post-visit survey, to arrive at two new active-learning-based activities. During the on-site 
visit, students could go on a “treasure hunt,” in which they would be given a punch card (which 
can be seen in Appendix O) and search the Zoo for the animals that are the main focus of some of 
the educational programs at Zoos Victoria. At the location of each animal, students would have 
their card marked off, and they would learn a fact about the animal they are viewing. In 
preparation for the “treasure hunt,” students can complete an activity, called Who am I, in the 
classroom before the Zoo visit. Instructions for this activity can be seen in Appendix P.  
Additional Recommendation:  
Photographing students during EfC educational sessions was not an effective way to 
measure student engagement. However, videos of the sessions were taken alongside the student 
photographs. We recommend that these videos be used by Zoo educators for either team learning 
of different presentation styles and tactics or self-reflection. The full-length videos provide a full 
account of how the class was conducted and can serve as a tool for other educators to develop 
their teaching skills. Additionally, the videos can be used as a self-reflection method as the 
educators can recognize where they were successful or where improvements could be made. 
Video cameras can be set up in a discreet location during an education session so that the Zoo 
educator and students can both be seen and heard without causing a distraction to participants or 
interfering with the educational session.  
5.4 All Three Groups 
Observation and tracking sheets are effective tools for simultaneous evaluation of 
student engagement, schoolteacher behavior and participation, and Zoo educator satisfaction. 
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The observation sheets have a standardized rubric that contains check boxes, which are 
marked off by observing how engaged students are, how much of an impact the schoolteacher 
has on the lesson, and how the Zoo educators behave in certain situations. We recommend that 
observations and tracking be completed over a span of two weeks, during the middle of the 
second or third term of the school year. A maximum number of educational sessions could be 
observed during this time. Observing one education location numerous times over a short period 
will show which aspects of the program are repetitive, effective, or need to be changed. Tracking 
other educational locations, such as Zookeeper talks or important EfC related exhibits, will show 
where the students go during their visit, and how engaged they are during the independent 
portion of their visit. 
Additional Recommendation: 
Bringing an animal out at the start of an educational session promotes greater student 
engagement throughout the entirety of the session. In many of our observations we determined 
that students were more attentive and responsive to Zoo educator lessons when taking part in an 
animal encounter. Students tended to be calmer, quieter, and more focused. Therefore, we 
included this topic in our observation and tracking rubrics. 
5.5 Future Recommendations  
 The weakest area of our research was in the student section because we were unable to 
gather enough data from our research to draw conclusions about student learning. As a result, we 
recommend that ZV complete future research on activities that better evaluate student learning. 
Our research demonstrates a thorough evaluation of student engagement, but it did not show that 
students were learning. 
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 Our strongest overall evaluation tool is the observation sheet because it can 
simultaneously evaluate all three areas. However, we recognize that this tool was established 
later in the term, leaving less time for development and therefore would benefit from further 
improvement. Currently, our tool offers efficient evaluation, but further observations may 
provide more insight into what evaluators should be looking for during educational sessions. 
 We are leaving Zoos Victoria with practical, efficient, and effective tools for ongoing 
evaluation of the EfC program. Zoos Victoria and other zoos can use these tools to help improve 
the impact and reach of their conservation programs. Ongoing evaluation will also provide Zoo 
staff and educators with professional development, which we believe will lead to higher job 
satisfaction and organizational growth.  
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Appendix B: Educator Self-Reflection Journal 
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Appendix C: Educator Focus Group Agenda 
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Appendix D: Pre-Visit Teacher Survey 
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Appendix E: Post-Visit Teacher Survey 
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Appendix F: Teacher Pre-Visit Interview 
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Appendix G: Drawing Instructions 
Zoos Victoria Evaluation Project - Student Drawing 
 
Background: Zoos Victoria is undertaking evaluation of Education for Conservation, a new education 
model. In order to try and evaluate student learning for groups in Grade 3-6 we are undertaking drawing 
assessment.  
 
Aim: Through student drawings we are hoping to gain a better understanding of what students know and 
learn as a result of an excursion to the Zoo. By using pre and post excursion drawings, we hope to be able 
to gauge the level of student learning and engagement occurring on an excursion to one of our sites.  
 
What we want you to know: These drawings are purely for internal assessment purposes only.  
Please be aware that we are unable to return student drawings to you. 
 
Activity Outline 
Resources required: A4 paper and pencils, crayons or markers 
 
Before your excursion: 
▪ Group students into teams of 4-5 
▪ Ask students (as a part of a group) to draw a labelled picture of the role of the zoo.  
Note: Limit drawing time to 15 minutes. 
▪ Once the drawings are complete ask students to write their first names, their year level and 
school on the back of the picture.  
▪ Submit your student’s drawings to the Zoos Victoria Education Officer on the day of your 
school excursion.  
 
After your excursion: 
▪ Ask your students to form into their original groups and draw a labelled picture of the role of 
the zoo.  
Note: Limit drawing time to 15 minutes 
▪ Once the pictures are complete ask the students to write their first names, their year level and 
school on the back of the picture. Place completed drawings into the pre-paid envelope 
provided and send to Zoos Victoria.  
 
Lastly thank you for your assistance, you and your student’s participation in this activity is helping 
to make Zoos Victoria excursions better for teachers and students everywhere across Victoria. 
 
If you have any questions please contact Zoos Victoria Learning team on 9340 2778. 
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Appendix H: Drawing Rubric and Collection Sheet 
 
Initial Drawing 
 
 
Post-Visit Drawing 
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Appendix I: Letters of Consent 
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Appendix J: Photograph Rubric 
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Appendix K: Correlation Table 
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Appendix L: Observation Sheet 
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Appendix M: Pleading Pre-Visit Survey Email 
 
Dear [Insert Schoolteacher’s Name], 
  
Thank you for your excursion booking with Zoos Victoria. We look forward to meeting you and 
your students at Melbourne Zoo soon. 
We are always working towards providing the best student excursion we can at each of our sites. 
To help us achieve this we have commissioned a group of research students to undertake a 
review of our program and evaluation tools. To ensure that we are meeting the learning needs of 
students we would be grateful any feedback that you can offer us. We have created a pre-
excursion survey that will help us understand how teachers are using the Zoo in relation to their 
teaching and student learning. The survey should take no more than 5 minutes of your time and 
will help us prepare a better experience for you and your students. You can find the link to the 
pre-excursion survey here. If you have any additional teachers attending your Zoo excursion we 
would appreciate you forwarding this email to them for their thoughts and comments. 
We thank you in advance for your participation, your responses will help ensure that our 
education programs are meeting the needs of Victorian students. If you have any questions 
please feel free to contact us. 
  
Kind regards, 
Cyrelle 
You can also find the link to the Zoos Victoria pre excursion survey here: 
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1_4kmFqmMcBGPm1ODFPwInUFGvC6GNUkfP9VCVjP69r
g/viewform 
 
Cyrelle Field | Learning Programs Co-ordinator  
Zoos Victoria | Elliott Avenue | Parkville VIC 3052  
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Appendix N: Keeper Talk Observation Sheet 
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Appendix O: On-Site Activity Punch Card 
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Appendix P: Pre-Visit Activity Instructions 
Who am I? 
Background 
● This activity will help students think about the different characteristics of animals. 
● It will help students formulate questions and analyze responses and ask questions 
properly. 
● *This is a good way to assess how much the students know about the given animals prior 
to their Zoo visit. 
Activity 
● Tape a picture of one of Zoos Victoria’s threatened species (pictures provided) to the 
back of each student. Make sure the student does not know what animal they have. 
● Students then ask each other yes or no questions to learn what animal they are. 
● After completing the activity, you can use the provided information to help students learn 
more information about the animals they were. 
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Appendix Q: Team Assessment 
Our team was able to complete our project in an effective and time efficient manner. We stayed 
on track by continuously referring to our detailed timetable that we created the second day of work. We 
checked this timetable every morning to ensure that we were accomplishing all of our tasks and meeting 
all of our deadlines. We also used the timetable to split up the work between the four of us, as there would 
have been too much work to complete as a group of four. Oftentimes, we divided into teams of two and 
met up afterwards to share with each other what we found so that everyone was always kept up to date.  
Throughout the term we recognized the strengths and weaknesses of our team and played on our 
strengths. Some of us had strong writing skills, another had exemplary visual skills and created our 
presentations and our evaluation sheets, while another was able to edit our assignments with a critical eye. 
Additionally, we made sure to check in with each other about how we felt about our progress. We made it 
a point to voice concerns as soon as possible to avoid future conflicts and address issues before they 
negatively impacted our project. After receiving feedback on our chapters, we made sure that everyone’s 
opinions about changes were heard and discussed before moving forward. During our first formative 
evaluation, we recognized specific areas for improvement, such as: talking more in meetings, working on 
our writing skills, being more positive, and improving our public speaking skills. Throughout the term, 
we continued to address these areas and helped each other continually improve. 
Over the course of the term, we continuously took the advisor's comments and used them to reach 
our greatest potential. We went through all of the comments as a group to ensure we agreed with the 
intended changes. Our communication with the advisors was critical to our success, as they were able to 
answer important questions about content. 
In the future, we could work on our patience in not getting irritated with one another as easily. When 
deadlines are approaching and everyone is stressed, it is easy to snap at team members for small 
disagreements. We will continue working to improve our attitudes and avoid this type of confrontation. 
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Appendix R: One Page Summary of Conclusions 
Our research demonstrates that an effective and efficient process for evaluating Zoos 
Victoria’s (ZV) Education for Conservation (EfC) program incorporates four key elements: 
1. Zoo Educators: Focus groups in tandem with critical self-reflection journals  
Focus groups, utilized at the end of each school quarter, provide Zoo educators with a safe space 
to collectively discuss their concerns and experiences. Weekly self-reflection journals will help 
the educators to reflect individually, as well as prepare for the quarterly focus group. Most 
importantly, educators can discuss their strengths and weaknesses, and offer advice to help one 
another. After one such session, one educator said, “I feel like we’ve purged,” expressing the 
common consensus that the focus groups were beneficial. Through our focus groups, the 
educators expressed that they now recognize the importance of self and group reflection and 
agreed that they needed to put aside the necessary time to complete this exercise.  
2. School Teachers: Pre- and Post-visit surveys  
The surveys received a 28% response rate and were an efficient tool for data collection. The 
optimal time to send the surveys was at 12:00 PM, one week before and after the Zoo visit. The 
pleading tone of the email requesting the surveys likely aided in the high response rate. 
3. Students: Pre-visit or on-site activities  
The addition of pre-visit and on-site activities will help students prepare for their visit, allowing 
them to get the most of the educational sessions and visit as a whole. 
4. All three groups: Observation and tracking sheets to measure engagement 
Simultaneous evaluation of all three groups can be completed with observation sheets that 
measure engagement of students, participation of school teachers, and satisfaction of Zoo 
educators. Combining all three groups leaves ZV with an efficient and effective tool for ongoing 
evaluation of the EfC program. 
